Say NO to Two Wars

The War on the Poor in Santa Cruz

- Harassment of the Those Whose Only Shelter is Their Vehicle
- Forced Deportation of Increasing Numbers to the Benchlands
- Police Contempt for the Rights of the Poor Outside (Martin v. Boise)
- Wretched Sickness-Producing Lack of Sanitation in the Benchlands
- Extended “Emergency” and Unaccountable Emergency Powers

Russia’s Criminal Invasion & the NATO-provoked War Threatening Nuclear Holocaust in Ukraine

- Playing Russian Roulette with the 50 million in the Ukraine
- NATO’s 20-Year Advance to the Russian Border
- Massive Propaganda on Both Sides Risking Nuclear Winter
- Russia’s Escalated Shelling of Ukrainian Cities
- Ukraine’s Failure to Hold Minsk-mandated Elections
- Media’s Suicidal Call for a No-Fly Zone Speeding WW III

DEMAND RUSSIA OUT OF UKRAINE!
NATO OUT OF EASTERN EUROPE!
A NEUTRAL UKRAINE!

Flyer by Norse of HUFF (Homeless United for Friendship & Freedom) 831-423-4833
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